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The transparency of nuclear safety information will provide NGO, 

experts and local community, opportunities to function as independent 

safety watchdogs. However, both data security and authenticity present 

critical challenge to the transparency policy of Nuclear Safety Security 

Committee. 

In this thesis, it is shown that blockchain methodology can be 

applied to overcome the challenges by a case study.  In addition, 

institutional oversight of transparency and authenticity is proposed to 

involve the National Assembly and public stakeholders, based on 

lessons learned from U.S. and French experiences. With this unique 

combination of technology, policy and institutional system, it has been 

shown that the safety information confidentiality, transparency and 
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authenticity can be instrumental to preventing recurrence of similar 

incident though the eliminate of root cause and hence to improving 

national confidence in safety and security of nuclear reports. This 

system is expected to help prevent the recurrence of similar incidents, 

and counterfeit, fraudulent, and suspect items(CFSI) through a root 

cause elimination. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction1 

 

1.1 Public-confidence in Korean Nuclear Safety 

Regulations 

 

Electricity is in everyday use. Without electricity, one cannot turn on 

the light, use mobile phones nor store food in the refrigerator without 

spoiling it. Electricity have permeated in our lives that we need it. 

Therefore, the source of electricity has become a controversial issue, 

where and how the electricity is made is the center of attention. World 

widely, the 58.7% of electricity is from combustible fuels in 2017. (IEA, 

20180412) Followed by 17.6% nuclear, and 13.9% hydro power. 

Geothermal, wind, solar and other take up only 9.8%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding that 1000 nuclear reactors exist in the world, 454 power 
                                            
1 This thesis was sponsored by the Ministry of Unification in 2018. 

Figure 1 Energy grid and nuclear power 
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reactors are in operation in 2017.  (WNA, 2018) These power plants 

generate world’s 17.6% electricity. Therefore, it is vital that we take a 

closer look in nuclear sector, for safety and security.  

Surveys showed that Koreans display low public-confidence in nuclear 

safety regulations, which could be reasoned below. 

In 2016, the Korea Nuclear Policy Society (SocietyKorea, 2016) 

conducted a survey of residents in nuclear plant areas. It demonstrates 

that 18% and 67% of residents regard the nuclear plant is extremely 

unstable and unstable, respectably. 68% of residents supported 

strengthening of local assembly members’ responses and authority. 

59% residents agreed that an independent surveillance including 

residents and experts are needed. 

A comparison of the Republic of Korea (ROK), with France and 

America’s public interest was explored by using Google Trend® .  

Indications of general public’s interest in nuclear energy in the last five 

years (2013-2018) were surveyed. ‘Safety’, ‘security’, ‘export’ and 

‘spent fuel’ were chosen as keywords and results are summarized in the 

Table 1. The keyword searches were limited to nuclear-related. 
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Figure 2 Survey of public interest in nuclear safety, security, 

export, and spent fuel in ROK, America, and France (2018.01.26) 

as surveyed by Google Trend 

 

 

 

Table 1 Raw data for the survey of public interest in nuclear safety, security, exp

ort, and spent fuel in ROK, America, and France (2018.01.26) as surveyed by G

oogle Trend 
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‘Safety’ was the most interested keyword that Google Trend count 

showed. Search interest for ‘security’ was not enough for the data to be 

shown, therefore indicated as 0, in case of ROK.  (Google Trend, 

2018)‘Spent fuel’ was the major issue for American and French citizens. 

‘Safety’ was listed second for American citizens. ‘Safety’ and ‘Security’ 

were similarly popular as second interest, for French.  (Google Trend, 

2018) 

A periodic survey in nuclear power perception in ROK acts as 

another proof that the public trust in nuclear safety is relatively low, 

throughout the survey period. The recognition periodical survey was 

conducted by Korea Nuclear Energy Foundation, currently renamed as 

Korea Energy Information Culture Agency. 

 

Figure 3 Nuclear Power Recognition Periodical Survey Results in 

ROK(00'~16') 
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The public recognise the necessity of nuclear power plant in Korea, 

as the result shows consistant figure above 70% throughout 2000 to 

2016 (yellow). In contrast, reactor safety and spent fuel management 

safety demonstrate similar trend, staying between 20% to 70%, and 

never reaching the same score as the need for nuclear power plant. The 

public acceptance, therefore, is the lowest. People do not want to invite 

nuclear power plant near their habitats, due to multiple reasons. For 

instance, reasons for nuclear anxiety in 2012 was 48.4% regarding to 

possible unexpected accidents, and 28.6% regarding to 

accidents/malfunctioning articles. 

In order to specifically examine the weak trust in nuclear safety, a 

comparison was conducted. By exploring public surveys on public trust 

in nuclear organizations in ROK, the United States and France, low 

trust from the public  found to be originated from nuclear regulatory 

bodies.  (NEI, 2016) (Baromètre IRSN La perception des risques et de 

la sécurité par les Français, 2018) (KoreaGallup) The poll was 

conducted by Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), The French Nuclear 

Safety Authority (IRSN), and Gallup Korea. For records from the 

Korea, an independent, as well as global company was sought 

specifically. NEI, Questionnaire for Public Opinion Survey, Fall 2016, 

asked, “Do you think that each of the following would be an excellent, 

good, fair, or poor source of accurate and reliable information about 

nuclear energy?” (Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Don’t know), The 

figures are based on 2016. Excellent was 28, good was 37, fair was 2, 

poor was 8, and don’t know was 6. 
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Korea Nuclear Energy Foundation, Nuclear Power Recognition 

Periodical Survey (currently Korea Energy Information Culture Agency, 

asked, “귀하께서는 다음 기관들의 ‘원자력 발전’ 관련 정보나 

메세지에 대해 얼마나 신뢰하십니까?” (Do you trust the following 

sources of information about nuclear energy?) The figures are based on 

2018. 11.  

IRSN asked in Baromètre IRSN La perception des risques et de la 

sécurité par les Français (2018), “Les sources d’informations suivantes 

vous disent-elles la vérité sur le nucléaire en France ? (The following 

sources of information tell you the truth about nuclear power in 

France?)” The figures are based on 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Poll on Public Trust in Nuclear Sector 
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France regulatory bodies, High Committee for transparency and 

information on nuclear safety (HCTISN) and IRSN showed more trust 

then distrust from the public. Regulatory body of United States, 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), demonstrated highest trust 

among three nations. Korean government in nuclear sector is consisted 

of Nuclear Safety and Security Commission (NSSC), and Ministry of 

Science and Technology, mainly. Their distrust percentage from the 

public was slightly higher than percentage of trust, which reveals 

contrasting phenomenon compared to two other nations. 

However, the figures show reverse stance in nuclear power plant 

(NPP) operators. American NPP operator had highest trust percentage, 

followed by Korean operators, and lastly by French operators. Not only 

that, Korean NPP operator, Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power (KHNP), 

had almost double trust percentage compared to distrust percentage. 

However, trust rate of CLI must be reviewed. It is not as distrust 

demonstrated more responses than trust rate. Here, we could predict 

that there are some hurdles to overcome, which will be discussed 

further. 

A.M. Ø streng mentioned, “The questions put to the public are aimed 

at determining their perception of the threat scenario, what they view as 

the most likely threat, personal crisis awareness, confidence in the way 

in which the authorities handle crises, confidence in competing 

information providers and awareness of the NRPA. Starting in 2004, 

these measurements have been systemised with the establishment of a 

national radiation protection barometer.” (ØstrengA.M., 2004)  If the 

public start to distrust the information from authorized organizations, 
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public tend to believe a competing source of information. In Korea’s 

case, the trust rate was comparably low for nuclear regulators. This 

leads the public’s focus to propaganda. Therefore, it is vital that the 

authorized organization provide accurate information that the public 

can rely on. 

In response to the distrust from the general public, the Korean 

nuclear regulator is also focusing its attention in this sector. With the 

2nd Nuclear Safety Comprehensive Plan (2017 ~ 2021) by Nuclear 

Safety Commission, a proposal is submitted on the introduction of a 

comprehensive analysis and evaluation system for safe operation of 

nuclear power plants. As one of key elements, Root Cause Analysis 

(RCA) is to be strengthened. The purpose is to conduct trend analysis 

based on accident/breakdown history and to identify common causes 

and vulnerabilities accordingly, and to implement preemptive 

corrective actions. This would be done by promoting necessary 

legislation and related procedures/guidelines. Currently, there is no 

specific inspection activity related to RCA yet, but the requirement of 

individual process (case report, etc.) are gathered.  (KHNP-CRI, 2018, 

Spring, Vol. 26) 
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Considering RCA vitality and increasing interests from the public 

and the government, further study is required. The three goals of this 

research could be briefed as following: 1. enhance transparency and 

authenticity, by developing accuracy and accountability. 2. Nuclear 

incident recurrence prevention with accountability and regulatory 

competence 3. Root cause analysis with accuracy and regulatory 

competence. With blockchain based tracking system, safety 

transparency policy and authenticity is enhanced. This will elevate 

accuracy of root cause analysis (RCA) and accountability in preventing 

incident recurrence. Furthermore, strengthening public confidence is 

executable.  

 

Figure 5 Important factors in nuclear safety and security 
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1.2 Methodology 

 

Accident analysis have been conducted, for the goal of finding a root 

cause and their occurring trend. Then countermeasure for report-based 

root causes have been raised, which is formation of Local Safety 

Secure Committee via blockchain. Here, blockchain technology will 

support metadata, which includes information on title, creator, 

description, date, format, relation, coverage, rights, keywords, language, 

and hash. This would enable light, 

and easy data management. 

 

1.3 Incident Recurrence 

 

On March 11, 2011, there was a 

nuclear accident in Fukushima, 

Japan. This marks INES level 7 

and is recorded in the worst 

nuclear incident. However, when 

we look at the inside of this 

accident, there is a fundamental 

structural problem of the Japanese 

nuclear power institution, 

and it can be confirmed that 

the incident recurred 

because this fundamental 

Figure 6 Flow of how blockchain 

adaptation could affect public 

confidence  
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problem was not corrected.  (Robert Perkins, 2015) 

Japanese nuclear power agencies share a vertical corporate culture, 

and there is a tradition that, when an order is issued from the upper part, 

despite of uncertainty, the order has to be conducted. Up to magnitude 

8.6 quakes have been recorded along the same coast where the plant is 

located in 2008, and there was an opinion that a preparation is needed 

for the future. At the same time, lack of water-tight ability in seawater 

pumps detected since June, 2008. But due to economic and political 

reasons, Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) did not carry out 

basic needs such as preparing for an emergency response system 

procedure in case of an event.  (Nuclear Regulation Authority Japan) 

In 1999, Japan Nuclear Fuel Conversion Co. (JCO), had an INES 

Level 4 accident. This accident is blamed for having the worst nuclear 

facility accident. It had no agency or person responsible for the incident 

at the time of the incident. Instead, the problem remained concealed. 

Absence of accountable control towers and ffault in instructions were 

the same fundamental problems in regulatory bodies which JCO and 

Fukushima accidents share.  (OhYongmin, 2014) 

More recently in 2018, Japan suffered from several more nuclear 

accidents. This is caused by a common root cause, lack of 

responsibility dedication. For example, in April, 20, 2017, at Hamaoka 

Power Station, necessary on-site measures were not implemented, due 

to inadequacy of the site measures with the involvement of several 

stakeholders.  (NUCIA) (FEPC) 
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These were due to the fact that the responsibility dedication was 

lacking. Person-in-charge did not dare to alter current, yet evident 

problem that they were facing.  

 

1.4 Cause of Events 

 
Nuclear events between 2016 to 2017 is demonstrated below. In 

America, NRC track list of events, events boundary include minor 

events such as opening of airlock doors simultaneously open is 

recorded due to violence of Surveillance Requirement. Re-evaluation of 

the reports were conducted, while respecting and considering the 

previous judgement/conclusion included in the report. In ROK, they 

track incidents, which event is more broad term. 

NRC recorded 564 events in total. 

 

Figure 7 Events in America between 2016-2017  

 

Reasons of events could be categorized into seven, inappropriate 

action, inappropriate materials, human error, management of safety, 

inappropriate design, random error, and reason not known. 
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Approximately, near to 50% of total events were due to inappropriate 

action and inappropriate materials. 

Example of inappropriate action, is that manual standards do not 

meet industry expectations, maintenance planning personnel developed 

incorrect written instructions, installation or implementation error. 

Examples of inappropriate materials are Both the vendor preparer and 

reviewer failed to perform adequate verification, more advanced 

material needed with less handicaps, manufacturing fault. Inappropriate 

design example are either physical or mechanical flaw in design or 

system but does not critically impose structural and fundamental 

problems. Slight alternation in design could inhibit further usage. Most 

faults were found during severe and unordinary weather condition 

which imposed new type of problem. Management of safety example is 

that a preplanned activity conducted in accordance with plant operating 

procedures. the plant operated as designed after extraordinary 

weather/natural conditions struck the field. Human error examples are 

operations licensed personnel have not applied adequate rigor to ensure 

the accurate identification and timely implementation of Limiting 

Conditions of Operability (LCO), no independent reviews or analysis to 

verify the vendor's conclusion, over-confidence and improper 

assumptions, newly implemented modification in manual or design 

adaption failure, did not follow plant standards for procedure use and 

adherence, installing not required items in the procedure, work 

proceeded without the development of step-by-step instructions, failed 

to follow manual either by mistake, partially due to the accumulation or 

increasing complexity of procedures, organizational behavior which 
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does not concede with manual, and failed to follow manual either by 

ignorance partially due to the accumulation or increasing complexity of 

procedures. 

These seven reasons could be further elaborated into four root causes. 

They are 1. pressure to keep time, 2. reports/communication work not 

traceable, 3. non-uniform format, and 4. use of jargon. These root 

causes may have attributed to causing events which are demonstrated in 

upper figure. 

On the other hand, Korea recorded 28 incidents in the same period. 

By investigating incidents further by browsing through detailed 

reports, incidents which have been caused by due to reports traceability 

were found. They accord for the black box in the upper figure, which 

dedicate approximately 70% of all incidents due to inappropriate action 

and materials in 2016-2017 Korea. 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Events in Korea between 2016-2017  

 

Table 2 Number of inappropriate action and materials due to 

reports traceability 

ROK Inappropriate action Inappropriate materi

als 
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Due t

o report

s tracea

bility 

7 8 

Total 12 8 

Occasionally, one incident shares two or more reasons, details could 

be found below. 

 

Table 3 Detailed reasons of inappropriate action and materials 
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Figure 9 RCA tracking obstacles  

 

At the same time, countermeasures of events or incidents have been 

calculated. The figures are relative. In Korea, more percentage of short 

term measures or no measures were higher than that of America. Short 

term example is that inspection of the installation of the AVB for the 

SG tubes and of the mounting position of the AVB before operation. 

On the other hand, mid or long term example is that execution of 

regular inspections of the AVB, development of a new detecting system 

that can quickly and accurately detected signs of damages of the SG 

tubes in a steam generator, or development of a new type of AVB with 

high performance and easy installation. When incidents are dealt in 

only short term, root causes of events could not properly be reviewed. 

Recurrence loop will be further discussed in the paper. 
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Figure 10 Counter measures of events or incidents  

 

  Recurring incidents was primary cause of public distrust in Korea. 

Wolsong unit one suffered heavy water leakage in 1984. However, this 

was not disclosed until 1988 when the incident repeated in the same 

unit. Both incident reports by KINS are available online database. 

Details of the incidents were not fully discussed, and root cause 

analysis was not conducted in those reports. As part of corrective 

actions for the 1984 case, specific short term actions were listed. For 

1998, further education, double surveillance system, supplementing 

procedure were introduced. In 1994, the same incident recurred, with 

rating of INES 2. Incident Report and Event Details by KINS, which 

one and ten pages length respectively. Corrective actions included re-

establishment of specific parts replacement cycle, strengthening 

maintenance of specific subjects. improving emergency response 

measures of operators. However, the heavy water leakage was evident 

in a KINS report even after two years.  (This Is Not First Time (원전 

사고 은폐, 이번이 처음 아니다), 2012)Short term corrective 

actions did not prevent further incidents from recurring, this is due to 
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the fact that the fundamental problems were not fixed. Below data 

demonstrates total number of heavy water leakage in Pressurized 

Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) from 1978 to 2017.  
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Figure 11 Heavy water leakage recurrence in PHWR  
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Apart from the incidents discussed above, there have been several 

minor leakage incidents that have recurred, for four reactors. In Korea, 

PHWR reactors are only four in number, Wolsong I, II, III, IV. In 

figure 11, the data indicated in blue are the incidents that reports 

specify ‘heavy water leakage’. The incidents in orange does not 

specifically mention ‘leakage on heavy water’, but they reveal some 

information on potential leakage occurrences. For example, in 2016, 

Wolsong I demonstrated ‘pressurizer low level’. In 2011, Wolsong IV 

recorded increase in tritium concentration. In 1999, Wolsong II 

spotted low level in steam generator. Same year in Wolsong I, Internal 

leak in heavy water exhaust valve was found, which belongs to 

emergency core cooling system. In 1995, Wolsong I, internal leakage 

of coolant system was recorded. This was only a year after INES level 

2 incident occurrence in the same power plant. In 1988, the moderator 

water was drained to the heavy water supply tank resulted in 

pressurizer low water level. Heavy water leakage has been 

continuously on-going. However, related reports lack defense in depth. 

As could be referred to the cases above, there are always some 

fundamental problems beyond recurring nuclear accidents. Especially 

for these mentioned cases, responsibility dedication lacking was the 

fundamental problem beneath all. 
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Figure 12 Heinrich law in general 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 The International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale 

(INES) 93’~17’ ROK 
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According to Heinrich's law, there are 300 precursors (no injury 

accidents), and after 29 minor injury, one major injury occurs.  

(InsurenceTransit, 2017) If we this to the atomic energy context, injury 

could be translated as accidents. In 2017 the total net capacity of 

nuclear power in operation was 394 GWe, whereas the net capacity of 

nuclear plant that generated electricity in 2017 was 352 GWe.  (World 

Nuclear Performance Report 2018, 2018)This accounts for 17.6% of 

electricity generation in the OECD for 2017, which is the second 

largest of all sources (combustible fuel accounted 58.7%).  (Electricity 

Trends, 2017)Therefore, as nuclear holds a major role in electricity 

generation, and numerous nuclear power plants are in operation, 

countermeasures to prevent precursors are needed. Precursors are 

sufficient precautions, which acts as an alert before the accident 

happens. Fundamental countermeasures lie in root cause analysis and 

its prevention. 

The International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) is a 

historically, and internationally approved model when adopting 

Heinrich law in nuclear sector. INES was built for communicating the 

safety significance of nuclear and radiological events to the public. 

They consider for events that are non-military applications, in other 

words, no terrorism nor warfare related. To be precise, this scale covers 

radiation related issues only, for example, fire in an experimental 

reactor without radiation leak is not covered. Events are rated at seven 

logarithmic levels. Events are considered in terms of: 1. Impact on 

people and the environment 2. Impact on radiological barriers and 

control 3. Impact on defense in depth.  (IAEA, retrieved 2018) 
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According to INES, level zero events are basic scales, therefore they 

pose not significant threats. However, level one to three events are 

classified as incidents. They could be corrected by applying short term 

actions, and is not likely to require deep root cause analysis of the 

events. However, upper levels, level four to seven, require further 

investigation in the organization structure or culture, and long term 

corrective actions as a cure.  

Ron C. McKinnon  (McKinnonRon, 2012) defines incidents as 

follows: 1. An accident with no injury or loss. 2. An event that 

narrowly missed causing injury or damage. 3. An incident where, given 

a slight shift in time or distance, injury, ill health, or damage easily 

could have occurred, but didn’t this time around. He states that “Many 

of these seemingly unimportant events have high potential for injury 

and other losses. If recognized, reported, and rectified, near miss 

incident root causes will be eliminated leading to a radical reduction in 

injury-causing accidents.” According to him, significance of incident 

prevention is recognised in other sectors such as aviation. “Due to near 

miss incident observations and other technological improvements, the 

rate of fatal accidents has dropped about 65 percent, from 1 in nearly 2 

million departures in 1997 to 1 fatal accident in about 4.5 million 

departures in 2007, according to The New York Times.” 

In Korea, from 1993 to 2017, total of 383 events were recorded. 

Majority of the events were level zero, accounting to 357 events. Level 

one events were 23, and level two events were 3, respectively. 

Fortunately, Korea has no incidents which are above level four. 

However, if merged with Heinrich law, the number of ‘no injury 
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accidents’ were already exceeding 300, and ‘minor injury’ events were 

26. Therefore, Korean nuclear sector must perform some actions to 

prevent the number of ‘no injury accidents’ in order to avoid level four 

to seven accidents in a broader scope. 

 

Figure 14 Incident/accident recurrence diagram 

 

Above figure demonstrates incident or accident recurrence diagram. 

Fundamentally, root cause triggers chronological cases. In this paper, 

four types cover accident occurence, whistle blow, citation or 

concealment. Whistle blow is an insider accusation, citation is detection 

at the spot, and concealment is cover-up. Via any processes mentioned, 

when the incident is revealed, it is regulated by the NSSC, which 

simply analyzes the responsible person in order to end the case. Other 

wise NSSC analyzes the root cause of the incident. If root cause 

analysis is done, measures for the future is taken into account. 

Corrective actions are simply devided into two terms, short term and 
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long term. An example of short term measures is machine maintenance, 

while long term measure is altering working culture. If a long term 

countermeasure is taken, the root cause will be tracked, the chronic 

problem will be resolved, and the event will not recur. 
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Chapter 2. Safety Transparency Assurance by 

Local Committee 

 

2.1 Nuclear Safety Act 

 

 In Korea, policies in nuclear sector roughly falls into two laws 1) the 

"Official Information Disclosure Act (2004.01.29, Article Wholly 

Amended on 2013.08.06)" and 2) the "Nuclear Safety Act 

(2015.06.23)". They both stipulate matters concerning the disclosure of 

nuclear information. The Official Information Disclosure Act is a 

system for ensuring the right of people to know and inducing 

participation in the administration of the state by disclosing information 

held and managed by public institutions such as state agencies and local 

autonomous bodies to the public. After Fukushima accident, public 

interest increased, and in order to allow easy access to the information 

and accountancy, the Korean government is trying to disclose 

information before request, and disclose original documents.  

(instituteKorea, 2017) The Nuclear Safety Act enabled Operational 

Performance Information System for Nuclear Power Plant (OPIS) 

provided by KINS.  

However, this may not seem suffice. The assumption of this paper is 

that regulator should monitor operators. Regulator sometimes omits 

quality check. Information tracking by third party is needed. This way, 
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regulator is supervised by third party. Third party, which is a 

transparent body still need surveillance, in order sustain to be 

transparent. Therefore, a third party formation, and the operating 

method for transparent is suggested. French and American model will 

be reviewed before suggesting a Korean model for a third party. 

 

2.2 France Case Study 
 

On the other hand, France stipulates matters relating to the nuclear 

information disclosure system in the laws on the Nuclear Transparency 

and Safety (TSN law, 2006.06.13). Through TSN, the Nuclear Safety 

Authority (ASN) was established, which later supports Commission 

Locale d’Information (CLI). Under TSN, ASN need to disclose 

documents voluntarily if it is determined that there is a need, even if 

there were no disclosure request. Nuclear power companies disclose 

nuclear power reports and other information on their web and provide 

information on nuclear facilities to CLI, even though they are non-

governmental body.  (Nuclear Legislation in OECD and NEA 

Countries: FRANCE, 2011) 
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Figure 15 Constitution of CLI 

 

For CLI, the minimum constitution of environmental activist 10%, 

the professional 10%, the labor union 10%, local assembly member 

50% is required. However, in case of Korea, the commission has to 

include at least academics 15%, environmental activist 5%, employee 

of NPP headquarter 5%. Here, despite the fact that Nuclear-related 

companies operating and managing nuclear reactors, nuclear fuels, and 

wastes in Korea are mostly public institutions, the local engagement is 

somewhat weak. 

The contributing factor to this phenomenon is that The ASN is 

obligated to disclose information such as the results of screening 

related to construction and operation licenses for nuclear facilities and 

the results of tests on nuclear safety management. However, the above 

information may be disclosed, if it may seriously undermine the 
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national interests or cause a gain or a disadvantage to a specific person 

by means of real estate speculation. 

On the contrary, France exceeds in nuclear transparency, with TSN, 

in the sense that CLI may require the nuclear operator to disclose 

information that the facility has. Accordingly, France will disclose the 

documents at the writing stage, even when the document is not finished, 

to the general public. If the information disclosure is denied, follow up 

action need to be specified. For instance, if the organization does not 

possess file of request, they should direct to other organizations and 

obtaining information methods. If the request is denied due to the fact 

that the requesting information is too specific, it may ask back on their 

request purposes more in detail. Furthurmore, France government also 

shares nuclear information via data.gour.fr, and provide a platform for 

volentary file sharing between citizens.  (instituteKorea, 2017) 

However, there are weak points that France model possesses. 

Constitution of CLI require minimum 50% of local assembly. In other 

words, CLI may be mistaken to be an organization which acts upon 

interests of local members. As a consequence, CLI demonstrate 40% 

trust rate and 50% distrust rate from the public. Also, information and 

reports tracking is not processed automatically. Although regular public 

hearings are conducted, and open to the public, however, the genuity of 

the reports are not subject of assurance. Before uploading files online, 

the authentic meeting log could be altered by the insider. Therefore, the 

limitation of CLI constitution, as well as  assuring report genuity must 

be taken into account, when applying France’s model to Korea. This 

way, nuclear sector could aquire governance in practical terms. 
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Above figure demonstrates nuclear policy structure in France. 

Parliamentary Office for Evaluation of Scientific and Technological 

Options (OPEST) focus on matters related to energy, environment, new 

technologies, and life sciences. Body is the parliament (members 

belong to both the National Assembly and to the Senate). The chair is 

selected alternatively every three years, each time from the National 

Assembly or the Senate. Scientific council assists OPEST, and OPEST 

should reflect council’s disciplines.  (Assemblee Nationale, retrieved 

2018) 

CLI conducts hearings on the business activities from operators and 

on the regulatory activities from ASN. Operators, ASN and related 

government ministries must communicate all the necessary information 

Figure 16 French nuclear policy structure 
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to CLI. As a consequence, CLI can ask them any questions concerning 

safety. Operators must answer the question from CLI within 8 days 

after receiving the question. 

Regular meetings and annual general meetings are held about 6 times 

a year. The contents are accounts from operators or ASN, questions and 

answers, discussion among the members of CLI, reports on 

environmental surveys conducted by CLI, etc. Conference minutes are 

principally disclosed, including the name of speakers. Apart from 

orgaization-relations, several meetings are held to exchange of opinions 

with residents as well. Public relations activity also include 

transmission of information to residents via magazines or via the 

Internet. Monitoring of the environment by delegating to, or 

cooperating with specialized agencies are done in regular basis. 

CLIGEET (La Commission Locale d'Information des Grands 

Équipements Énergétiques du Tricastin, The Local Information 

Commission of the Great Energy Equipments of Tricastin) uniquely 

conducts survey research on the contamination of underground water in 

the region. Regarding this, a sub-conference meetings are in existance. 

Their activity include attending emergency training on nuclear 

accidents, etc. In case of emergency, operators should transmit the 

related information immediately to ASN, the prefect and CLI. This is 

required by the law, in Articles 22 and 54 of the act. Their finential 

source is 50% ASN and 50% local government. Capital subscription 

from operators is fundamentally prohibited. (ShiroyamaHideaki, 

retrieved 2018)  
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The general concept of CLI is that they submit suggestions to ISRN. 

In 2005, CLI noted that the water used to cool the Gravelines NPP is 

taken in through a fore-port where there are many ships circulating and 

where oil tankers are parked at platforms. They pointed out risks of 

marine oil pollution in the fore-port and the risks for the water intake of 

the nuclear plant. Following the remarks of the CLI, the French Nuclear 

Safety Authority (ASN) requested that the operator for a report. This 

study confirmed the risks posed by the CLI. Therefore ASN imposed 

on the operator to build a floating boom in the fore-port. Also in 2014, 

as part of the updating of the regulations on the releases of the 

Fessenheim nuclear power plant, the CLI-Fessenheim appealed to the 

Scientific Committee (SC) of ANCCLI to analyse the dossier submitted 

by the operator. The analysis of the SC allowed the CLIs to propose 

additions to the regulations planned to be set by ASN. Additional 

measures, monitoring on emerging pollutants, reduction of the limit of 

other pollutants releases were taken into consideration.  (Nuclear 

Transparency Watch, retrieved 2018)  

 

Table 4 Elements of CLI 

CLI (2008) 

Importance No

ticed 

President Mauroy (1981) 

Backing Law Act on nuclear safety and transp

arency (2006) 
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Local information commissions at

 basic nuclear installations (2008) 

->Setting of CLI for each nuclear

 facility was obligated 

Financial Sour

ce 

ASN 50% 

Local government 50% 

Operators 0% (must) 

Involvement Operator, ASN (regulator), Natio

nal related agencies 

Members Local assembly members, Enviro

nmental protection groups, Labor u

nions, Experts and intellectuals 

Numbers 53 French CLI, 3000 members 

 

This table sums up CLI information. (Commission Locale 

d’Information (CLI) in France and Implications for Japan, 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commission_locale_d%27information, 

http://www.cli-far92.fr/) 

However, according to the poll by ISRN (IRSN, Baromètre IRSN La 

perception des risques et de la sécurité par les Français (2018) 

https://www.irsn.fr/FR/IRSN/Publications/barometre/Documents/IRSN

_Barometre2018-graphiques.pdf), the public trust of CLI was 40%, 

whereas the distrust rate was 50%. France model may act as a reference 
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to developing a model in Korea, since the fundamental law structure is 

similar, but referencing one more nation may be necessary. 

 

2.3 America Case Study 

 

 

 

American nuclear policy structure is somewhat similar to Frence. 

Instead of CLI, NRC communicate information with the public and 

NGO directly. For Counterfeit, Fraudulent, and Suspect Items (CFSI), 

NRC routinely interacts with regulated companies, other federal 

agencies, international organizations, industry trade associations (both 

Figure 17 American nuclear policy structure 
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nuclear and industrial), and academia. In addition, NRC holds periodic 

public workshops to provide information and updates, and to solicit 

industry feedback and lessons learned. 

 

 

2.4 Korea Status 

 

 

Zooming in to Korea, the general structure in nuclear policy is as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NSSC is the regulator, an independatnt body for ensuring nuclear 

safety in Korea. KHNP is the operator, and Korea Atomic Energy 

Research Institute (KAERI) is a research center with an experimental 

reactor. KINS and The Korea Institute of Nuclear Nonproliferation And 

Figure 18 Korea nuclear policy structure 
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Control (KINAC) provide a technical assistance to NSSC. National 

Assembly does not yet participate in the system, unlike France or 

America. 

By looking at sub-organizations of above organizations, it could be 

found that there are several organizations support interacting with the 

public. South Korean Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) 

has three groups. They are basic support, special support, and other 

support. Basic support covers public social welfare project, and resident 

welfare project during power plant operation period in NPP site. 

Special support project is similar to basic support, apart from the fact 

that this is for NPP building period. Other support projects help 

operation of a private environmental monitoring organization, 

established for environmental monitoring around power plants. Korea 

Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS) provide multiple centers such as 

Multicultural Family Support Center, Supporting North Korean 

Refugee Community Adaptation Center, and Providing Special Meals 

for the Disabled and Volunteering. KINS also provide technical 

assistance oto running systems to NSSC. KHNP runs Conflict 

Management Deliberation Committee, which consists of 11 experts. 

They provide professional resolution for conflict and coordination on 

various conflict situations arising from the process of KHNP's business 

promotion. Also, they run a Nuclear Communications Committee, 

which discloses information on five nuclear power plants. The goal of 

this committee is to enhance communication with residents. They 

investigated status of nuclear power plant operation at Kori 

headquarters, trial operation and construction status of Shin Kori 3 and 
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4, and current status of Shin Kori 5 and 6 (2015.05.25 Kori). Also, they 

researched community communication performance, report of meeting 

materials such as the amount of grant money in the area around the 

nuclear power plant in 2018 (2018.08.30 Saewool).  

Not only that, KHNP also support local governments and local 

organizations selectively for local culture, arts and sports events. This 

group does not directly support residents, support groups and support. 

NSSC runs Operational Performance Information System for Nuclear 

Power Plant (OPIS). This is a web-based system, which promotes 

understanding of local governments and local residents on nuclear 

safety regulations and to operate nuclear safety council for the purpose 

of building trust. 

Currently, KHNP  reports for inner-use, specifically documents in 

Drawing Document Control Center (DDCC), is accessible through 

softcopy and hardcopy. Softcopies are available upon visiting KHNP or 

use KHNP inner network system. Hardcopies are available in paper 

format inside the organization. In either cases, these documents cannot 

be moved further than the front gate of KHNP, due to security concerns. 
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On December 20, 2014, a law named, “Enforcement decree of the act 

on the control and supervision on nuclear power suppliers, etc. for the 

prevention of corruption in the nuclear power industry” (corruption 

law) was prepared. The government have established a system to 

strengthen the management and supervision of the government in order 

to prevent unforeseen violations of nuclear power plants. The law 

articles include:  

 

ENFORCEMENT DECREE OF THE ACT ON THE CON

TROL AND SUPERVISION ON NUCLEAR POWER SUPP

LIERS, ETC. FOR THE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION 

IN THE NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY 

Figure 19 KHNP inner documentation system 
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 Article 1 (Purpose) 

 Article 2 (Scopes of Relevant Business Operators) 

 Article 3 (Operation of Procedures, etc. concerning Qualit

y Management of Goods, etc.) 

 Article 4 (Management of Nuclear Power Facilities) 

 Article 5 (Application to Public Institutions Generating El

ectricity by Nuclear Power) 

 Article 6 (Cooperation among Public Institutions Generatin

g Electricity by Nuclear Power) 

 Article 7 (Scope of Employees Subject to Property Regist

ration) 

 Article 8 (Restrictions on Collaborative Companies) 

 Article 9 (Bid Restrictions, etc. against collaborative comp

anies) 

 Article 10 (Procedures, etc. for formulation of Implementa

tion Plan) 

 Article 11 (Inspection on Public Institutions Generating El

ectricity by Nuclear Power) 

 Article 12 (Persons Subject to Measures for Examination 

on Compliance with Obligations) 

 Article 13 (Composition, Operation, etc. of Nuclear Power

 Industry Policy Council) 

 Article 14 (Submission, etc. of Reports and Documents) 
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 Article 15 (Standards for Imposing Penalty Surcharges) 

 Article 16 (Imposition and Payment of Penalty Surcharge

s) 

 Article 17 (Additional Dues) 

Table 5 Article for law on nuclear corruption  (Ministry of 

TradeIndustry, 2015) 

 

Some argue that the people who are related to the nuclear accidents 

will be severely punished or subjected to administrative sanctions. For 

instance, there is no specific content for obligation, no enforcement 

ordinance required to form a transparent system. (정해영, 2017)  

NSSC and all nuclear power agencies provide a platform through 

which the public can request information disclosure online. However, 

in 2016, there were nine, and in 2017 there were 18 cases that have 

either been partially disclosed or not disclosed at all. These include 

‘business confidentiality (7)’ and ‘impeding fair work (11)’. This is due 

to the limitations of the current system that employees are under 

protection and hiding spot under organizations. Externally, it is difficult 

to track people’s tasks and their work done. Therefore, institutional 

approach and a technology to enable it are necessary to eliminate it. It 

is necessary to create a system to make National Assembly to 

participate systematically and make sure that it is implemented as well 

as  supervised. In particular, the blockchain teconology can be used as 

a tool to enable competence, transparency and accountability, which are 

currently the limitations of the Korean nuclear energy system. 
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Figure 20 summerizes number of groups, and their role in public 

relation. KHNP’s Conflict Management Deliberation Committee and 

NSSC’s OPIS helped by KINS, and MOTIE provide bodies that exist 

for trust building. However, non of these involve National Assembly 

when exchanging data. 

To sum up, Korea is lacking of 1) competence (fail to prevent 

incident recurrence) 2) transparency (intermittent public hearing)  3) 

accountability (RCA based research)  

 

Figure 20 Current statues in nuclear organizations for pub

lic relation (2018) 
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2.5 Proposal of Local Safety Secure Committee in Korea 

 

Considering current statues in Korea and comparison with France 

and America, some measures are definitely in need. Korea is in need of 

formulating a Local Safety Secure Committee (LSSC) and a backup 

law. In this paper, it is assumed that LSSC and according law exists, 

which is similar to France case, and be regarded as a party to be 

involved in information sharing. When implementing the system, the 

main platform could be based on blockchain. They are effective in 

managing governence. That means that blockchain exels in 

confidentiality, transparency, and authenticity. Synergy effect will 

emerge with traits of blockchain and needed governance in nuclear 

sector. This paper suggests sharing, documents related to maintenance, 

which are Quality management report, site design/inventory change 

alterations, or regular inspection high resolution audio/videos. If the 

Figure 21 Limitations of Nuclear Safety in Korea 
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study could elaborate more, topics on environmental radiation 

measurement or spent fuel management are potential materials which 

could be dealt with. 
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Chapter 3. Safety Transparency with 

Confidentiality Using Blockchain 

 

3.1 Blockchain introduction 

 
Misunderstandings and suspicion of corruption is due to the fact that 

nuclear documents and related news are just shared between operators 

and regulators, and the information transaction is not open to the public. 

Especially, the reports do not direct root cause of an incident to be 

related to the fundamental, structural problems that an operator possess. 

Instead, the person who was present during the incident are the subjects 

of blame. 

The actual root cause is not eliminated, nor dealt with, and operation 

of the system proceeds. This phenomenon induces incident recurrence. 

This deteriorates nuclear transparency and reliability. 

In this paper, uploading information voluntarily from the regulatory 

bodies through blockchain is suggested, which in turn act as a cure for 

lack of responsibility dedication. 

Recorded transaction information decreases the possibility of 

manipulating documents as well as avoiding responses. Visualizing the 

original person or organization in charge is also another asset. 

Here are some terms which are frequently used in blockchain: 
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Blockchain ledger shares information with the other ledgers, and has 

no centrally-controled data bank. Therefore the information transaction 

record is viewable for every participant, allowing a transparent system. 

In nuclear sector, transparency is useful in terms of root cause analysis. 

Since the transaction is traceable, authenticity can be assured. This is 

useful in tracking Grade Items Records. At the same time, blockchain 

Figure 23 Blockchain ledger system compared with conventio

nal ledger (글쓰는핀테크, retrieved 2018) 

Figure 22 Blockchain terms 
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keeps data in hash format, this enables confidentiality. This trait is 

another asset in nuclear sector in terms of keeping national security, 

and intellectual property. 

Due to these advantages of blockchain, it is currently being applied 

to many other industries. For example, in Korea, Livestock product 

management system (MAFRA), Smart Contract based Real Estate 

Transaction Platform (MOLIT), Personal Clearance Service (KCS), 

Youth Activity Support Online Platform (Seoul) are the applied areas 

and divisions. In case of EU, online electronic voting, identification of 

authenticity of official documents, products (diamonds, champagne, 

etc.) tracing, digital media copyright management, intellectual property 

protection, and welfare and medical services are some examples. 

Below figure shows in what specific field blockchain technology 

could impact nuclear sector. 
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Figure 24 Blockchain applications to nuclear safety-related 

document authenticity assurance 

 

CFSI cover products (for example, valves or circuit breakers) and 

services (for instance, cyber security). They impact agency-regulated 

equipment, components, systems, and structures. 
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Existing architecture grant privileges for each user. Storage is only 

accessible within the framework of this privilege. At the early stage of 

central server implementation, it was built for military purposes. The 

goal was to be able to communicate in complied protocol without the 

central organization that controls the development of 'Internet'. E-mail 

was also started in peer to peer (p2p) format, but then centralized and 

monopolized service emerged in order to maximize profits. Their body 

growth accelerated as the scale grew. Then, some problem began to rise 

to the surfece. Hacking by internal or external groups, weakening 

competition base for innovative services, risk of data leakage, 

inefficiency of market domination of monopolistic corporations, 

privacy concerns, monitoring concerns were examples. 

Figure 25 Blockchain architecture (atomrigs, 2017) 
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On contrary, dApp Architecture features that each user is an 

independent node, each node keeps a dedicated replica of each sink. 

User account is controled by a private key. Contract is controlled by 

code. web3.js is a collection of basic functions or functions that 

communicate with the backend. Contract ABI is an interface for 

accessing the business logic code placed on the blockchain contract. 

While web3.js provides the basic interface needed for all dApps, the 

Contract ABI provides an interface for each dApp to access specific 

contracts. The Ethernet contract code is executed through a virtual 

machine called EVM, and as a result, the status of the account could be 

altered.  
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Within blockchain, diverse types are in existance. Most simply, they 

could be specified as an open type or a closed type. Open type includes 

bitcoin core, ethereum, and quantum. Bitcoin core is linked to bitcoin 

network. They download data, conduct mining, synchronizing, and 

Figure 26 Blockchain types  (박재현, 2018) 
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record transactions. Ethereum serves a universal service development 

platform developing. Here, smart contract (in crypto world, virtual 

currency is traded for work done) used. Quantum is a mixture of bitcoin 

core and ethereum. Majority blockchain based service platform are 

developed here. 

Closed type blockchain includes private and cloud format. As could 

be infered from the names, closed blockchain include only invited users. 

Examples of private chain is Hyperledger Fabric, and Enterprise 

Ethereum Alliance (EEA). Oracle is an example for cloud form.  

 

Blockchain has following features:  (JounghoKim, 2018) 

 

(1) When / Anywhere / Anyone 

(2) Future Without Borders 

(3) Silo systems can operate as one system 

(4) Does not vaporize 

(5) Encryption 

(6) Multiple participation, decentralization 

(7) Programmable 

(8) Various applications and ripple effect 

 

Therefore, implementing blockchain on nuclear has three assets: 1. 

To provide stakeholders transparent and qualified nuclear information, 

2. Identify responses and urge corrective actions, 3. Comparably low 

implementation cost for nuclear knowledge management. 
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Blockchain consists of four main parts: 1. Transaction 2. Block 

(growing list of records) 3. Chaining 4. Propagation.  

 

 

 

 

Transaction occurs when authorization/data/finance transfer is done 

by two or several bodies.  (LG CNS Meets Blockchain Expert (LG 

CNS 블록체인 전문가를 만나다), retrieved 2018)A block is 

composed of block number, block hash(any function that can be used to 

map data of arbitrary size to data of a fixed size), block header (usually 

consisted of six information), transaction information, and other 

information.  (Wikipedia, retrieved 2018) 

Figure 27 Transaction example 
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Figure 28 Blockchain formation 

 

 

 

Figure 29 demonstrates how information is transferred in hashes. 

Key, genuine information, goes through hash function, then turn into 

Figure 29 Hash example 
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hashes. In a block header, version is block version number, 

hashPrevBlock is 256-bit hash of the previous block header, 

hashMerkleRoot is 256-bit hash based on all of the transactions in the 

block, time is current timestamp as seconds since 1970-01-01T00:00 

UTC, bits are current target in compact format, nonce is 32-bit number 

(starts at 0). First five information are all fixed, whereas nonce is not a 

fixed data. It is a random value, yet needs to fit certain criteria. The 

criteria is that the value of block hash needs to be smaller than certain 

value. Block hash value depends on version, previous hash, merkel 

hash, time, bits and nonce. Therefore nonce value is randomly put into 

generating block hash, and the nonce value which allows small block 

hash number will proceed. To sum up, nonce determines block hash 

and block hash allows a block’s uniqueness. Therefore Nonce is the 

key for ‘Proof of Work’, in other words, generating an identifiable 

block.  (Understanding Blockchain (블록체인 한 번에 이해하기), 

retrieved 2018) The keywords are explained below.  

 

 

Figure 30 Block terms 
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After a block is generated, linking block to block takes place, which 

is called chaining. If branch in the block chain undergoes collision, 

‘more Proofs of Work (PoW) performed’ blocks (longer length) 

become selected. Blocks proceed to link each other, and node is created.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is propagation. Via blockchain, distortion of information is 

impossible due to the fact that all information are linked, and distortion 

is only viable when fundamental information is modified and therefore 

whole chain and the newly born blocks are all modified. 

 

Figure 31 Chaining 

Figure 32 Propagation 
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Propagation allows distribution of information. This was, cost 

reduction is an asset, while distortion of information impossible. 

Above, concept of PoW was briefly mentioned. PoW requires the 

production of information, in a form of hash. Hash is generated through 

mining, which is hard to produce but easy to verify. An attacker has to 

either purchase lots of hashing power, or at least obtain control over it. 

In order to overcome some vulnerabilities that PoW has, Proof of Stake 

(PoS) was introduced. PoS requires users that have a high stake at the 

currency, for example, holding a lot of coins, in order to determine the 

next block. This might pose a high risk of some party achieving 

monopoly of the currency but there are several methods to prevent that. 

One example is by allocating random stakeholders to agree on a new 

block. It could be said that PoS deals with public information, but 

access available upon permission. It demonstrates high scalability. This 

means that information trading speed is manageable along with 

increasing platform size and thus enormous data quantity. Currently, 

Casper uses PoS, and Ethereum is moving to PoW to PoS.  
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Figure 33 Illustrative organization involvement including NSSC, 

LSSC, NA 

 

Here, a private blockchain, using PoS, for inter-organization 

communication between LSSC, National Assembly (NA) and NSSC 

are suggested. This will ensure quick, transparent, tracked 

communicating ecosystem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 Constitution of LSSC 
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In order to overcome weakness of CLI, the constitution of the group 

must demonstrate equal participation from each groups. NGO, expert 

and local participation are the vital parts for LSSC. Local citizens are 

the most concerned group for their region. Therefore, they could act as 

a watchdog who reports any undesignated actions. NGO wholly looks 

after environmental issues in land of Korea. Experts provide 

transparent and reliable source of information, as well as conformation. 

These acts should be supported by KHNP, KINS, NSSC, and MOTIE, 

and funded by NSSC.   

 

LSSC 

Importance Noti

ced 

Korea Nuclear Policy Society (KN

PS, 2016) 

Backing Law - 

Financial Sourc

e (proposal) 

ASN 50% 

Local government 50% 

Operators 0% (must) 

Involvement Operator, Regulator, National Asse

mbly 
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Members Local assembly members, Environ

mental protection groups, Experts 

and intellectuals 

Anticipated ben

efits 

(KNPS) 

Data Access Level 1~4, from all data access to

 limited access 

Figure 35 Elements of LSSC 

 

Above demonstrates suggestions for formation of LSSC. The 

document content should focused on maintenance, and the list of 

import or export items. They could be in any forms such as words to 

videos. Metadata will be collected along with event occurrence. It 

would include information on title, creator, description, date, format, 

relation, coverage, rights, keywords, language, and hash. The example 

will be demonstrated later in the paper. 

 

3.2 Closed network formation 

 
In building trial system for this paper, Node and NPM was used for 

building blockchain structure. Python language, and solidity code was 

used, using Remix on the Rinkeby testnet. Demonstrated smart contract 

was as following: 
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This means, that is a string format is received, it will send back files 

on InterPlanetary File System (IPFS), which is an online platform 

which users could get access to the data. String format is noted as “x”, 

pragma solidity ^0.4.17;contract 

Contract { 

string ipfsHash; 

 

function sendHash(string x) public 

{ 

ipfsHash = x; 

} 

 

function getHash() public view 

returns (string x) { 

return ipfsHash; 

}} 
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and this format will be transferred into a global variable, and saved in 

IPFS. 

For display, MetaMask was applied. MetaMask is an extension for 

accessing Ethereum enabled distributed applications, or decentralized 

applications in normal Chrome browser.  (MetaMask, Retrived 2018) 

After developing a blockchain with an open source code (ChanMichael, 

2018), sending file was enabled.  
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Figure 36 IPFS overview 
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As could be seen in figure 37, MetaMask displays transaction 

confirmation. If ‘submit’ button is pressed, it will upload file on IPFS. 

Transaction details are found in the below figure, by pressing ‘Get 

Transaction Receipt’. 

Figure 37 Transaction confirmation 
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Receipt details are on the left side in figure 38. Following the red 

line, address is found. If ‘getHash’ is pressed, hash is generated.  

Figure 38 Transaction receipt 
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Then, insert copied hash in the margin, in the margin of 

https://gateway.ipfs.io/ipfs/_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, viewing file (left) and transaction records (right) is possible. 

Figure 39 File viewing 

https://gateway.ipfs.io/ipfs/_____
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Transaction records are viewable in below format, as in figure 40. 

This way, blockchain methodology enables file tracking possible. 

Figure 40 Retrieved file 
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In the documents which are transmitted through blockchain channel, a 

stamp with its unique hash will allow more clearer view. This is due to 

Figure 41 Transaction records 
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the fact that users with a unique hash could get access to the document 

online, despite their geological location. 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Institutional Structure for Transparency 

 

Figure 42 Document stamp example 
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As of 2013, in Korea, an ad hoc committee was formed for a special 

case in Hanbit NPP unit 2. This special case went viral, due to 

concealing change of material during maintenance. The alteration of 

material alerted numerous citizens as well as the public, since the new 

material may not seem suffice enough in terms of safety. This case was 

revealed by an Ombudsman after a few months after maintenance. Ad 

hoc committee formation was necessary in order to investigate this case 

under surveillance of experts and local members. This paper will 

briefly illustrate the case, and speculate an existence of a regular 

committee similar to the one mentioned. Then, an assumption will be 

taken that LSSC existed at the time of 2013, and examples of applied 

blockchain technology based documents will be given. 

In 2013.02.06 ~ 03.08, a repair plan and mock up by maintenance 

provider was made. KHNP, Nuclear Accredited Inspection Team (ANI), 

NSSC checked the document, proving that the plan is suitable. Here, 

ANI is a third party, which is an independent and justice organization. 

Then, removing the installed L-type patch plate process began. 

Machining for damage removal and welding, and welding using carbon 

steel (ER-70S) for damaged base material was conducted. However, 

unexpected crack was found during this process. Here, the maintenance 

provider simply altered the material secretly, on 2013.03.05, 01:28 AM, 

considering that the process surveillance is weaker at night. Cladding 

welding using Inconel 600 for remaining part was conducted. Inconel 

600 is unapproved material, which may induce further crack in the 

future, which therefore needs independent verification process. After, 

using Inconel 690 welding material, weld between separator plate and 
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cladding was done. Without acknowledging that the material is altered, 

NSSC approved the whole maintenance process and NPP restarted. 

Fortunately, in 2013.08.27, case was revealed by whistle-blow to NSSC 

Ombudsman. As a consequence of the concealment, maintenance 

provider, Doosan Heavy Industries & Construction Laboratories, had to 

conduct on-site verification. Nuclear Research Institute analytical site 

on-site verification was separately conducted. Then, ad hoc committee 

was formulated, and went through meetings seven times. Residents 

briefing sessions was necessary in order to satisfy residents of the area. 

Finally, in 2013.11.18, residents met an agreement after verification 

and meetings, stating that Inconel 600 material is approved.  

After the speak out at Ombudsman, 2013.08.28~2018.11.18 was the 

period for verification and meetings. the operator had to pay fine of 

40,000 USD, where default penalty for material alteration under normal 

circumstances is 27,000 USD. Number of months and money was 

wasted due to the concealment. Public distrust on nuclear safety 

deteriorated as well. 

The ad hoc committee was consisted of 16 commissioners. The flow 

of the committee activates is shown below.  
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Figure 43 Hanbit NPP unit II scandal ad hoc committee 

 

Beside the date, numbers between one to seven is written. These 

numbers indicate ad hoc committee meeting frequency. The structure 

of committee was nominated personnel, 50% by NSSC and other 50% 

by local government. Ad hoc committee focused on securing the 

transparency and authenticity of data. They aimed to investigate and 

eliminate root causes. Efforts on disclosure of information such as 

participation and demonstration of local residents was also performed. 

With these efforts, the local public could trust whole process, with 

locale involvement. However, up to now, even with the public 

consensus, 2013 scandal is still being discussed, stating that “Inconel 

600 steam generators are susceptible to stress corrosion cracking. 

However, currently there are NPPs under operation. Need to restore 

credibility.” at 2017 National Assembly Audit. The scandal resulted in 
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resource-intensive and time-consuming solution. Even this met an 

agreement at the time, this is being remembered as an event that 

nuclear safety sector is somewhat not trustworthy. 

Also, at Ombudsman, other suspicions apart from material alteration 

was raised, which turned out to be false. Other suspicions included that 

welding was performed by a person without qualification, worker did 

not bring in dosimeter while welding, and worker did not go through 

Whole Body Contamination Test after welding. Ad hoc committee, 

KINS, NSSC, KHNP, and Doosan Industries had to undergo additional 

verification process, which would not have been necessary.  

 Therefore, alternative solution developed in this thesis is a 

blockchain technology for transparency and authenticity. Local Safety 

Secure Committee (LSSC) will act as France CLI, and National 

Assembly will work as the Process Monitor. This way, unnecessary 

verification process and time will be reduced. More importantly, public 

trust on authenticity of documents will be assured. 
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Figure 44 Hanbit NPP unit II scandal process with  LSSC in 

existance 

 

Upper figure demonstrates how the process would have been if 

LSSC was in existence. Real case-based occurrence without whistle 

blow, LSSC without and with blockchain technology is demonstrated.  

In step 1, the maintenance provider may give drawings on their mock 

plan. In this case, Doosan industries was the maintenance provider. 

They may provide diagrams to explain general repair item structure, as 

figure 44, and further elaborate. 
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Mock Up Quality Plan, Mock up Blue Print, CMTR, Repair 

Procedure, WPS/PQR, NDE Procedure, and Inspection Record are 

further necessary paper documents which may be viewable on 

blockchain network. 

 

Figure 46 Initial plan for repair 

Figure 45 Steam Generator and lid coating / base material 

damage 
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In step 2, KHNP, ANI, NSSC may check if the plan is suitable. Also, 

this repair work could be announced to the public as well. Below figure 

shows example of announcement.  

 

 

 

Step 4 to 7 may deliver pictures of repair work being done. Data 

could include high resolution video and audio, non-destructive test 

(NDE) 

Figure 47 Paper document example 

Figure 48 Announcement example 
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Shall there be any problem occurrence, repair work modification 

could be asked in advance, and modification may proceed in step 8. 

 

 

As a reference, upper figure is given. In this case, stainless steel went 

through a material change to Alloy 600. 

Then by steps 9 and 10, repair work may cede.  

Figure 49 High resolution video example 

Figure 50 Material alteration example 
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Figure 51 List of required documents in Hanbit NPP unit II 

scandal 

 

This figure demonstrates list of documents utilized in Hanbit NPP 

unit 2 scandal. The documents in bold would not have been necessary, 

if the process was conducted transparently. Currently, all documents 

are not open to the public. Therefore, as surveillance from the local 

residents is necessary, with security assurance.  

When an event occurs, worker may code the event under following 

terms, under blockchain technology. 
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Figure 52 Events coding 

 

Here, use of coding method by Dublin core is given. Each event may 

be categorized, and allow for easier and light data management. Input 

of expiration date is necessary, as information on blockchain will never 

disappear. Hashing method by SHA-256 was proposed. This is 32bytes 

based, which supports (〖62〗^32) number of documents. If this number 

may seem not suffice, then SHA-512 hashing method, which supports 

64 bytes, may be used. This supports (〖62〗^64) umber of documents. 

When coding is done, saving information in server and blockchain 

network will begin. 

Before maintenance, documents such as Mock Up Quality Plan, 

Mock up Blue Print, Certified Materials Test Report (CMTR), 

Maintenance procedure, Welding Procedure Specification (WPS), Non-

Destructive Test (NDE) Procedure, TCW/NDE Certificate of 
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Qualification, Calibration certificate, Inspection Record, NDE Report, 

Estimated exposure dose table, Construction Contract, and Service 

Specification may be recorded. During maintenance, Safety impact 

assessment of Inconel 600 series, Material Test Report including NDE 

and Penetration Test (PT), Sketch Sheet, National Certified Inspection 

Qualification Certificate of Test Provider, Calibration certificate, and 

Calibration result may be necessary documents. With these data and 

verification process by LSSC, the NSSC may approve finish of 

maintenance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upper figure demonstrates how the documents may be viewed and 

searched in a closed network, providing visual illustration example. 

Figure 53 Demonstration of the blockchain network for users 
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Time and document upload organization is listed, and browsing service 

is provided.  

 

3.4 Current nuclear document management system in 

Korea and other blockchain applications 

 

Currently, Penta Systems provide documentation system applied to 

KHNP.  

 

Figure 54 Penta Systems example 

 

The data is centralized, and use of browser to find document at ease 

is supported. However, authenticity of the document may be lacking, 

since it is only one body which utilizes data. In similar manner, 

surveillance is somewhat weak. However, LSSC with blockchain 

technology includes participation of operator, regulator, NA, and LSSC. 

Since the data is coded, browsing of documents is possible. Not only 

that, authenticity of the document and surveillance providing is another 

asset. 
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Both domestically and internationally, blockchain technology is an 

emerging market for diverse fields. For example, several undergoing 

projects on using the livestock product management system (Forestry 

and Livestock Food and Rural Affairs), smart contract based real estate 

trading platform (Ministry of Land and Infrastructure and Transport), 

personal customs clearance service (Korea Customs Service), and 

online support platform for youth activities (Seoul City) are currently in 

active progress. 

The EU is not much different. It will be used in various fields such as 

online electronic voting, authenticity discrimination of official 

documents, traceability of products (diamonds, champagne, etc.), 

copyright management of digital media, intellectual property protection, 

welfare and medical service. 

These acts are under consideration of certification process as well. 

“Electronic Document Issuance and Authentication System” is being 

prepared by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and recommended by Hague 

Conference on Private International Law (HccH) Apostille Permanent 

Breau. The main plan is an issuance of "Apostille Certificate" supplied 

separately by Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Justice in 

order to obtain documents (official documents and notarized documents 

were 130,000 in 2017) without further certification. This blockchain 

based apostasy management system is preemptively constructed to 

enhance the reliability of domestic documents and promote 

international standardization. (정성교, 2018) Currently, Apostille 

member states are 118 in number (2018.06). 
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Chapter 4. Impact of Block Chain Applications 

on Root Cause Analysis 

 

4.1 Blockchain merits 
 

 

When dealing with information from the above-mentioned 

organizations, blockchain technology is the method to ensure the 

authenticity, transparency, and confidentiality of the document. 

Documents can be encrypted using a hash, thus securing the 

confidentiality of the document. Most of the reasons for the disclosure 

of information in the public domain or partial disclosure in Korea were 

Figure 55 Blockchain merits 
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‘business confidentiality’ and ‘impeding fair work’. Blockchain 

technology can be used to solve this problem. 

A blockchain is a decentralized autonomous organization in which 

information is stored in a large number of parties involved in a 

blockchain, making it difficult for an organization to manipulate 

documents. By doing so, we can ensure transparency, overcome root 

causes, and secure authenticity of documents. 

Once root cause vanishes, nuclear organizations will no longer 

violate regulations, which have been inducing incidents, reports, or 

concealments. Root cause eliminating could be classified as one of long 

term corrective actions in regards to incident responding. 
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When introducing a block chain system to a domestic nuclear energy 

system, it can be applied to two fields. One is root cause analysis and 

the other is tracking counterfeit items. 

Figure 56 Blockchain applications to RCA and document authenti

city assurance 
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When incidents occur, documenting all the reporting systems and 

distributing them to the blockchain system makes it easy to track 

reports and track follow-up. Through the appliance of blockchain, the 

regional watchdog can now access to files quickly, and wholly. Not 

only that, since the file transaction is all recorded in blockchain, 

altering uploaded files or its contents is not possible. LSSC will act as a 

responsibility motivating group to NSSC, though continous surveilance 

and communication. 

NRC investigated recurring themes in CFSI: 1. Fraudulent test 

documents and certifications, which for example, substandard or 

improper materials, poor quality and/or workmanship. 2. 

Misrepresenting refurbished equipment as original, for instance, new 

versus used versus never used versus refurbished. 3. Substitution of 

non-standard parts. 4. No clear traceability to the source. Following 

statement best decribes how NRC views the CFSI future. “… advances 

a national unity of effort to strengthen and maintain secure, functioning, 

and resilient critical infrastructure.” (PasqualeDaniel, 2018) Here, 

efforts of NRC on eliminating CFSI could be found. 

Blockchain could be applied to CFSI in Korea, as well. When 

distributing an item, checking the seller and confirming that the 

purchased item is genuine. In addition, it could be applied to issuing the 

certificate of goods. This is due to the fact that blockchain-written 

documents it will not be counterfeited and will be useful for managing 

transparent goods. 
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4.2 Future Work 

 

Although blockchain technology is seemingly a positive option for 

nuclear safety and security, there are some legislation barriers in 

existence. Assigning legal rights and certified information on 

Blockchain is needed, before this application is practically conducted. 

For instance, a transaction information may not be seen as a proper 

document under current legislation, however, there is a need to do so. 

Also, information management responses must be designated. The 

responsibility may be designated to an individual who uploaded the 

document, or the company, or even the nation. Certification of 

responsibility taker must be considered.  

Apart from legislation considerations, Data Access Level is another 

area that should be taken into account. It is vital to select documents 

which are available for the public, or for LSSC, or for National 

Assembly, or for inner use between operator/regulator/NA/LSSC. Once 

Data Access Level is formulated, individual closed blockchain network 

may be constructed, and operate independently. Systematically, 

concealment of sensitive information in regards to Date Access Level is 

possible in one blockchain network, however, this may pose another 

security issues. 
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Figure 57 Example of concealed information 

 

Above is a proposal for concealment of sensitive information 

example for the public. For higher access authorities log-in information, 

the blurred information will be viewable for them. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

 

Figure 58 Thesis overview 

 

 

In this thesis, the transparency assurance in nuclear safety incidents 

in the elimination of the safety incidents was proposed. The third party 

is named as Local Safety Secure Committee, and the National 

Assembly can provide legislation support. At the same time, LSSC will 

be composed of experts, NGO, and local members, whom will provide 

unbiased technical and genuine care in this sector. This group will 

operate under the technology of blockchain. They and nuclear operators 
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will share documents in a closed network. The documents will be 

timestamped, and the person in charge is designated. Also, the 

authenticity of document is assured. This will enable proper root cause 

analysis, and prevent incident recurrence. 

Applying blockchain in nuclear sector is a pioneering work, at this 

stage, we tried involving only NSSC, LSSC, and NA. This would open 

up a faster and comprehensive platform to share nuclear information 

between three organizations. Since it is a closed network, security is 

more assured. Most importantly, this will act as a triggering point to 

involve many other nuclear parties, which is a gate to many other 

benefits. 

For instance, this theme could be elaborated more to involve all 

information exchanges between NSSC, KINS, KHNP, KAERI, LSSC, 

and NA. Files that LSSC have no authorization is uploaded is not 

problematic, because they are not able to view files anyways, without 

the original file sender's approval. Elaborating this theme will have 

even greater asset to the nuclear sector. First, managing the information 

will become more transparent and easy. This is possible by confirming 

the delivery of the document and the delivery process, and verifying the 

authenticity of the document. Second, root cause analysis and problem 

inducing point finding will become easier. This is due to the fact that 

seeking correlation between the document’s certain characteristic and 

the responsive organization is possible.  

Blockchain is a hot potato all over the world. Especially Korea, the 

government announced a “Block Chain Technology Development 

Strategy” plan up to 2022. For year 2018, among many other topics, the 
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government is supporting distribution of electronic documents between 

countries via blockchain. Commercially, medical information, content 

copyrights are in exploration. As a consequence, blockchain based 

organizations are developing more efficient and fast algorithms, such as 

SPoR or Proof of Forkability, hyper dPoS, and aim for higher security 

such as through double secure network.  

At the same time, NSSC announced the 2nd Nuclear Safety 

Comprehensive Plan for 2017-2021. This plan covers introducing a 

comprehensive analysis and evaluation system for safe operation of 

nuclear power plants, involving root cause analysis. 

The subjects dealt in this paper are issues of attention, and furth

er researches in developing from various sides of the world. For 

instance, blockchain methodology could be applied to tracking ur

anium or plutonium tracking system. Nuclear power newcomer c

ountries, or at the stance where North Korea and South Korea g

et united, could use blockchain technology for transparent and a

uthentic use. With these attributions, nuclear transparency could s

kyrocket in the near future. 
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초   록 

 

본 논문에서는 우리나라 원자력계에 주민 참여 기구와 

국회의 감시를 도입하여 보다 투명한 시스템을 갖추는 것을 

제안한다. 여기서 소통 수단은 블록체인 플랫폼으로, 모든 

문서가 기록 및 추적이 용이하다는 장점이 있다. 본 

시스템을 사용하면 문서의 진본성을 확립하여, 원자력계의 

안전 이슈를 투명하게 처리할 수 있다. 

 

보고서 추적, 재료 추적 등을 통해 현 원자력계에 

내재되어있던 문제의 근본원인 중, 추적이 불가피하여 

생겼던 근본원인 종류를 막을 수 있다는 의의가 있다. 

추적을 통해 사건의 재발을 막고, 기관의 책임성을 

강화시킬 수 있다. 본 논문이 원자력계의 안전 분야에 

기여를 할 수 있기를 바란다. 
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